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Abstract. The continuous evolution of research has led to an expo-
nential growth of the scientific literature. This engenders difficulties for
researchers to entirely capture the most salient efforts related to their
own research. In this paper, we propose a novel knowledge model for
unveiling meaningful and labeled relations among articles based on both
topics and latent citation dependencies. An experimentation on the whole
literature in the Computer Science field allowed us to validate our ap-
proach by bridging the gap between few lines of textual content (e.g., an
abstract) to the most relevant papers to be included in the bibliography.
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1 Introduction
The search and the exploration of relevant information within large amounts
of scientific papers is becoming more and more laborious. While there is an
obvious connection between articles through the content that they express (i.e.,
their semantics), other dynamics related to the citational aspect of the scientific
literature are also involved. In the light of this, in this work we aim at modeling
relations among articles based on both their thematic information and the latent
structure of the referenced citations within the entire literature of a generic
domain (Computer Science, in our case).
Generally speaking, we started from the main goal of associating few lines of
textual content (e.g., an abstract) with a set of papers that should be considered
for inclusion as references. A first and standard view on this problem, which is
indeed utilized by several online services, is that of providing (or suggest, rec-
ommend, etc.) articles which reflect similar content. However, it is known that
a simple abstract may have an incredible large set of very similar documents,
whereas the decision of what to include is completely left to the complex rea-
soning and knowledge of researchers, who may know highly deep details about
fine-grained information and perspective contained in each single article. While
we may consider such semantic depth as too complex to unravel for any Artifi-
cial Intelligence mechanism so far, we can utilize the output of such scientists’
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reasoning for going back up to it. This basis, in our view, is represented by the
already-existing choice of references each article in literature carries within its
bibliography. In other words, the co-occurrence of citations within the literature
is an evidence of reasoning processes which relate the specific content of a paper
to other articles irrespective of their surface lexical semantics (or topics).
When an article A is related to another article B, it usually happens when
A and B share some features, possibly regardless of the similarity between their
topics. For instance, article B may use the data of A although for different goals.
In this paper, we propose a citation-centered modeling approach which cre-
ates a semantic knowledge of both topics and clusters of citations (which we
name citopics from now on) which allows a fair connection between a short tex-
tual summary with the most relevant references in the literature. Section 2 goes
through the related works on the topic, while Section 3 presents the method1
and its technicalities. Section 4 describes the evaluation of the proposal and Sec-
tion 5 finally concludes the contribution highlighting critical points and possible
future directions.
2 Related work
Our contribution has similarities with several approaches related to the modeling
and use of the citations within large scholar databases, such as (i) semantic mod-
eling of citations (e.g., [17, 12, 5]), (ii) data analysis and extraction of relevant
information (e.g., [7, 15, 18, 6]), and (iii) exploration of the scientific literature
by means of faceted search queries and visualization tools (e.g., [8, 9, 2, 13, 1]).
So far, part of the scientific literature is focused on the theoretical and top-
down aspects of the citations. For example, CiTo [17] is focused on the modeling
of possible citation intents. More in detail, they identified and formalized differ-
ent types of possible citation meanings by proposing an ontology which includes
a wide set of complex cases. However, this type of approach requires manual
efforts of annotations and it is not suitable for large-scale analysis of a scientific
domain.
On the other side, computational approaches to citation modeling have been
presented, mostly based on clustering or classification tasks. In [10], the authors
presented an unsupervised technique based on a clustering process, identifying
and then manually labeling 11 classes of citations in a corpus. Differently, in [5]
the authors proposed a classifier based on Scaffolds models [19] that was able to
identify 6 classes of citations on the ACL-ARC dataset and 3 classes on a larger
dataset named SciCite with high accuracy levels.
Our goal, conversely, is to focus on the association between the semantic
content of papers and their bibliography, creating a dual space where to search
for relevant candidate references to ascribe to short research descriptions.
1 The code is publicly available at https://github.com/Dive904/What2Cite.
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3 Data and Method
In this section we present the details of the proposed method and the utilized
datasets and resources. We built our experimentation on the Semantic Scholar’s
dataset2, filtering out non-English contributions3, and reaching around 4 millions
Computer Science papers associated with metadata such as identifiers, years of
publication, sources, titles, abstracts and out citations.
3.1 Topic Modeling and Classification
The first phase of the approach consists in the extraction of the topics from the
textual abstracts contained in the dataset. To this end, we employed the well
known Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique4 [4] on half of the dataset,
only considering articles from 2010 and applying standard text preprocessing
steps such as lemmatization and stopwords removal5.
We experimented with different numbers of topics, finally focusing on 35, 40
and 45. Then, after a careful qualitative analysis on the obtained results, we
decided to opt for 40 topics. Below, we show some examples:
Topic #3: security attack scheme privacy protocol key secure
Topic #8: gene available tool analysis database file sequence
Topic #13: problem algorithm fuzzy solution set time optimization
Topic #27: patient medical health clinical disease treatment care
Topic #32: text word document task information semantic topic
Generally speaking, we consider the whole set of 40 topics as of very high
quality, with high topic coherence and consistency.
After this phase, we used the trained LDA model to further train a Neu-
ral Network model for classifying new instances. In particular, we created a
dedicated dataset by picking up 2000 random papers which were most highly-
associated with each topic, then dividing it as follows: 60% for the training set,
30% for the test set, 10% for the validation set.
The employed Neural Network model is a Bidirectional LSTM [16]. This al-
lows us the classification of new textual contents (e.g., new abstracts) based on
stable LDA topics, also taking into account the sequential nature of the natural
language and the recent advancement of neural-based word embedding technolo-
gies. The overall model architecture is shown in Fig. 1, and it is composed of
a first embedding layer with 300 dimensions and a Bidirectional LSTM of 550
units, followed by a dropout of 0.4. We used GloVe embeddings [14] trained with
840 billion of entities and 2.2 million of words, with a vector size of 300.
Figure 2 shows the model accuracy during the training. We trained the net-
work for 20 epochs, and selected the epoch 17 for the final model, reaching the
accuracy scores shown in Table 1.
2 Dataset available at https://api.semanticscholar.org/corpus/download/
3 langdetect - https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
4 scikit-learn - https://scikit-learn.org/0.16/modules/generated/sklearn.lda.LDA.html
5 nltk - https://www.nltk.org.
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Fig. 1: The proposed Neural Network architecture.
Fig. 2: Model Accuracy during training.
3.2 Citation Topic Modeling: the concept of Citopics
A Citopic (a.k.a. Citation Topic) is a set of paper IDs which, within the litera-
ture, are most often cited together. Thus, we considered this scenario as fitting
a standard application of Topic Modeling where, instead of words, the input
documents are composed of citations (IDs of papers). By treating every citation
as a single word, a single bibliography of an input paper is transformed in a
sentence-like sequence of cited papers where to apply a topic modeling exercise.
In this particular case, the output is a set of topics (that we rename as citopics)
containing paper IDs often cited together in the literature.
Since the dataset has some missing OutCitations information, we first made
a scan of the entire dataset creating a new version where every paper has at
least 23 of its citations in the dataset. This new dataset counts approximately
800K papers. As in the first (thematic) Topic Modeling on the abstracts, we run
the LDA model on the citations trying different numbers of topics n. Due to
the goal of unraveling many small sets of papers, we maximized n, reaching the
value of n = 750 before encountering technical problems with the used library.
After obtaining 750 different citopics, we applied a rank-and-filter approach.
In particular, we sorted the citopics words (i.e., citations) and kept those until
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Table 1: Model scores at epoch 17.
Training Validation Test
Loss Accuracy Loss Accuracy Loss Accuracy
2.0715 0.8292 2.4107 0.7280 1.1776 0.7197







summing up to the 23 of the entire citopics scores
6. Figure 3 shows a citopic
example.
Fig. 3: An example of citation topic (Citopic), mostly belonging to Topic 38
(algorithm search problem ...) and Topic 1 (network feature learning ...).
3.3 Linking Topics and Citopics: the Lt(x) function
To relate citopics with topics, we define a function Lt(x) : String → List (where
x is a paper ID) which returns a list of t elements, each one identifying one topic.
In detail, each element i reports the number of times the paper x is cited by a
paper of topic i. Algorithm 1 illustrates this dictionary creation process.
In our case, we can use the function L40(x), where x is a paper ID in one
citopic, to get the list of frequencies. To make an example, we can call this
function with a sample paper id:
L EXP = L40(id)
6 The score of a citopic is the sum of all the scores of a single ID in the citopic. We
can get this score from the LDA while creating the clusters.
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Algorithm 1 Create Dictionary
D ← dataset
Dic← initialize dictionary()
for all paper p in D do
id← get paper id(p,D)
topic← get paper topic(p,D)
outcitations← get paper outcitations(p,D)
for all citation c in outcitations do
score list← Dic.get(c)




from which we get the following list:
[0, 36, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 106, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 61, 1, 0]
As we can notice, the result is a list of size 40 where every element is a
number (e.g., L EXP[31] = 106, meaning that the input paper has been cited
106 times by another paper of topic #31).
3.4 Linking Texts to Citopics: the ScoreCitTopicc(x) function
Now, we can define a function that recommends citopics given an input abstract
of a generic paper x. Let us define the ScoreCitTopicc(x) : String → Int
function with Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Score Function
cit← cit topic
x← paper
topic← get paper topic(x)
final score← 0
for all id in cit do
score list← L40(id)
score← score list[topic]
final score← final score + score
end for
return final score
The score function is based on the Lt(x) function. We start from the topic
of the input paper and we scan the input citopic. First, for each paper within
the citopic, we obtain the frequency list through the Lt(x) function. At this
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point, we then take the frequency related to the topic associated with the input
paper x. In words, with this step we are answering the following question: “how
many times a paper in the citopic has been cited by papers with the same topic
of the input paper?”. By answering this question for each paper in citopic we
can obtain a global score. After this phase, we take the score of every available
citopic for a specific paper.
Algorithm 3 Score All Citopics Function
x← paper
cit topics← get cit topics()
score list← empty list()





In particular, Algorithm 3 returns a list with the same size of the total number
of citopics, that is, in our case, 750. Using this function with a particular input
paper x, we obtain the following list [s0, s1, . . . , s749]. Here, the generic element
si represents the score for the i-th citopic. We then conclude with Algorithm 3
that relates a particular paper to different citopics, in particular by assigning
a score to each of them. An immediate usage of this result is the possibility of
sorting the list to obtain the final articles recommendation. In detail, from the
list in 3.4, we can create a second list as follows: [(0, s0), (1, s1), . . . , (749, s749)],
where every element is a pair (i, si). Now, by sorting the pairs through the scores
si we reach a rank of citopics indices. From this, we may select the first k citopics
with highest scores for recommendation. The overall architecture of the proposal
is shown in Figure 4.
4 Evaluation
4.1 Miss Set and Hit Set
Let us consider a paper x with a list O of out citations: O = [o0, . . . , on], where
each oi is a paper cited by paper x. Similarly, if we pick up a citopic C, we have
C = [c0, . . . , cm], where each cj is a paper in that cluster. From these sets we
can generate an H-set, also called Hit Set, in the following way: H = C ∩ O,
where H represents intersection between C and O. With the H-set, we can
create the Miss set M , i.e. M = C −H. If we consider a function out(x) which
returns the out citation set of a paper x, we can define a function hitC(x), where
hitC(x) = C∩out(x). The hitC(x) function of a paper x with a citopic C returns
a set containing all the papers within the out citation set of x that are actually
in citopic C. Thus, it returns the H -set of a paper x with a citopic C.
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Fig. 4: Batch and online architecture of the proposal.
4.2 Accuracy definition
We need to remember that the citopics are generated from an LDA run. Thus,
it may happen that a paper ID does not appear in any citopic. Thus, to create a
fair evaluation of our proposed method, we counted its obtained hits in relation
with the total citations that have been covered by all citopics only.
Let us consider a function ht(x) from where we can enumerate all the possible





We can make things a little more complex, considering both different citopics
and different papers at the same time. In particular, we may have a set of
papers P = [p0, . . . , pn] and a set of different citopics for a particular paper pi
Cpi = [Cpi0 , . . . , C
pi
m ] where C
pi
j is a selected citopic for paper pi. We can then
suppose to make another set C = [Cp0 , . . . , Cpn ].











In the numerator, the first sum loops on each input paper pi, while the second
one is used to loop on each Citopic Cpij in the selected list C
pi . Then, we use the
H function with Cpij and pi as input, to calculate the Hit Set and, in particular,
its cardinality. In the denominator, we have a single loop on every input paper
pi where we calculate the number of all possible hits that could be obtained. In
conclusion, the AC(P ) function calculates the percentage of obtained hits out of
the total possible hits. Algorithm 4 shows the accuracy calculation process.
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Algorithm 4 Accuracy with more papers and more Citopics
P ← list of papers
n← input number
C ← empty list()
for all paper in P do
scores← AllScoreFunction(paper)
scores← sort(scores)





To have a precise idea on the accuracy of the entire system, we could use
Algorithm 4 and with the n parameter equals to 750. In this way, we take all the
citopics and calculate the accuracy on each individual citopic. The idea is that
if the individual accuracy values calculated on each citopic have a decreasing
trend as the scores drop, then the result may be considered as satisfactory.
In detail, let us imagine a simple score list L = [s0, . . . , s749]. Then, we
divide the scores list into further sublists (or portions). Taking as input a certain
percentage p, we have to divide the list of scores into sublists composed of p
percent of the total elements. If the percentage is 10%, each individual sublist
will be composed of 10% of the elements (data binning). This way, we do not take
into account top-ranked elements but top-ranked portions. Thus, the list will be
L = [[s0, . . . , s49], . . . , [s674, . . . , s749]]. With this combination of sublists, we can
take a single sublist, then the citopics related to that sublist7, and compute the
cardinality of the Hit Set for each citopic. Finally, we can calculate the sum over
all the citopics. Thus, if the percentage is e.g. 10%, we should have a partitioned
list PL = [l0, . . . , l9] where every li is the number of hits from the citopics in
portion i of the list L.
4.3 Results
We calculated the accuracy of the proposed method on a random set of 1000
input papers. It must be specified that the papers taken as input are papers that
have not been used for the creation of the citopics (i.e., it can be considered as
a test test). In this way, we also simulate the behaviour of our approach in the
real case in which the input is a paper that does not yet exist in the literature.
During this process, we take into account all the classified topics of a single paper
with a probability higher than 40%. Results are shown in Figure 5.
The decreasing trend of hits percentage (P1 = 65.5%, P2 = 14.9%, P3 =
7.1%, P4 = 4.3%, etc.) is a clear sign that the score-based metric is the right
one, since we see a drop in the number of hits together with the decreasing of the
citopic scores. This trend leaves complete freedom to the user (or application)
7 Every score si is related to the Citopic i.
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Fig. 5: Cumulative distribution of hits over the portions.
regarding the choice of the number of citopics to consider. For example, taking
the first 2 portions and then the 4 portions, the method cumulatively reach
around 80% and 91% of accuracy respectively (i.e., probability that the returned
papers fit the input textual content or abstract).
5 Conclusions and Future works
Linking an abstract to single citations can be very challenging, as the simple
content-based similarity may end up with thousands of equally-relevant articles.
For this reason, in this paper we proposed a method which includes information
about citations dependencies through a topic modeling techniques applied on
paper IDs, obtaining very promising results. At the moment, we based our efforts
on some qualitative analysis (e.g., the choice of the number of topics) which can
be certainly improved in future research. Another type of extension could be
based on hierarchical topic modeling [11]. Indeed, topics are often correlated and
standard topic modeling techniques are not able to capture these relationships
[3]. Another future direction could focus on the used metrics for the accuracy
evaluation. In this work, only frequencies have been used, whereas other types
of statistical information might be employed.
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